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Abstract: In December 2019, a group of people in Wuhan city of Hubei
province of China were found to be affected by an infection called dark
etiology pneumonia. The outbreak of this pneumonia infection was declared
a deadly disease by the China Center for Disease Control and Prevention on
January 9, 2020, named Novel Coronavirus 2019 (nCoV-2019). This nCoV-
2019 is now known as COVID-19. There is a big list of infections of this coro-
navirus which is present in the form of a big family. This virus can cause several
diseases that usually develop with a serious problem. According to the World
Health Organization (WHO), 2019-nCoV has been placed as the modern
generation of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) and Middle East
Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) coronaviruses, so COVID-19 can repeatedly
change its internal genome structure to extend its existence. Understanding
and accurately predicting the mutational properties of the genome structure of
COVID-19 can form a good leadership role in preventing and fighting against
coronavirus. In this research paper, an analytical approach has been presented
which is based on the k-means cluster technique of machine learning to find
the clusters over the mutational properties of the COVID-19 viruses’ complete
genome. This method would be able to act as a promising tool to monitor
and track pathogenic infections in their stable and local genetics/hereditary
varieties. This paper identifies five main clusters of mutations with k = 5 as
best in most cases in the coronavirus that could help scientists and researchers
develop disease control vaccines for the transformation of coronaviruses.
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1 Introduction

At the end of the year 2019, around 31 December 2019, a group of people in Wuhan province
of China began to develop diseases resulting from acute respiratory disease, whose root cause was
believed to be pneumonia [1–4]. But given the rapid increase of this infection in the people, the Health
Department of China called this infection fatal to the lives of the people and named it nCoV-2019.
Acute respiratory diseases associated with coronavirus infection came to be known as SARS-CoV-2
by the WHO [5–7]. Because this species of infection is related to SARS, which was known as SARS-
CoV in the year 2002, which is related to the genome structure of the SARS-CoV virus [8,9]. This
genome structure is a fundamental factor in continuous change like the coronavirus. According to
the most recent WHO report the total cumulative numbers of confirmed cases of COVID-19 are over
196,553,009 and a cumulative total of confirmed death 4,200,412.

Coronaviruses have to develop genetic proofreading mechanisms to maintain the Ribonucleic
Acid (RNA) genome sequence for a long time. Despite this mechanism being lacking in the Sars-CoV-2
virus, this infection enters the logo’s cells with the help of mutant cellular receptors in the spike protein,
which infects the internal cells as well as the tissue tropics and pathogen infections, also strongly
affected. During the outbreak of SARS-CoV infection in the years 2002–2003, one such mutation-
mediated adaptation to intermediate civet host infection as well as to inter human transmission was
found.

In this way, by classifying the similarities between different mutations of the infection, the infection
can be classified into different groups (represented in Fig. 1) with the help of their genome sequence.
The main contributions of this research work are summarized in the following points:

• To create a detailed background about the structure and mutational nature of the coronavirus.
• The main objective of this research is to analyze the coronavirus genome structure and its

sequence through machine learning techniques.
• Building a model using the k-mean clustering technique on complete genomic sequences of

SARS-CoV-2 strains capable of clustering through the mutational nature of the COVID-19
virus.

This paper is organized in such a way; Section 2 covers a detailed background of the coronavirus
variants and their entire family including their genome structure and sequence. In addition, Section 3
covers the machine learning techniques used under this research work to analyze the genome structure
of the COVID-19 virus, including the datasets considered. The next Section 4 represents the calculated
results, their discussion, and the result verification process. In the last Section 5, the research is
concluded with the calculation of 5 clusters after applying the model to the datasets considered.

2 Background

Coronaviruses (CoVs) cover a wide range of human and animal infections. It is a single standard
positive-sense RNA virus with the largest viral genome ever recorded and belongs to the families
Coronaviridae and Nidovirales. The coronavirus infection spreads rapidly across a wide range of
populations, among various vertebrates, and as feathered animals come into contact with each other.
The virus is capable of causing a variety of diseases, for example, most commonly infecting the
respiratory, intestinal, liver, and sensory systems, as shown in Fig. 1. The first human coronavirus was
identified in the mid-1960s, which was named human coronavirus (HCoV). The incidence of diseases
related to CoV-HKU1 infection has been found in the youth of the United States, but the effect of this
virus has been seen less in adults. The series of coronaviruses consists of three exceptionally pathogenic
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coronaviruses known as SARS-CoVs, MERS-CoVs, and SARS-CoV-2, which evolved individually
in 2002, 2012, and 2019, respectively. These coronaviruses have caused severe respiratory diseases in
people around the world, leading to many deaths [10]. In short, the coronavirus is divided into 4 genera
named α-CoV, β-CoV, γ -CoV, and δ-CoV respectively.

Figure 1: Phylogeny of coronavirus (CoVs), phylogenetic tree of 50 coronaviruses developed by a
neighbor binding technique using MEGA 5.0 of partial nucleotide sequences of RNA polymerase
(RNA-pol) subordinates

Dividing this chain further, the β variant of coronavirus has been divided into four categories
named A, B, C, and D habitats respectively, which are shown in detail in Fig. 2. There are seven types
of coronaviruses that have the potential to spread more infection than the human coronavirus. Among
them, the α-coronaviruses type HCoV-229E, and HCoV-NL63 are placed in this category, the β-type
categories have HCoV-OC43, and HCoV-HKU1 as A-type, SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV2 as B-type,
and MERS-CoV are placed in the C type categories respectively [5].
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Figure 2: Development program for deep pathogen infection and proposed disease

In order to formulate the SARS-CoV-2 genomic classifier, a thorough consideration of the
potential of the SARS-CoV-2 genome as opposed to SARS-CoV is needed. According to the genome
structure of coronaviruses, its virions contain three important and basic encoder proteins, which
have been named S-glycoprotein, M-glycoprotein, and E-protein, respectively. S-glycoproteins (for
spikes) are extremely large (approximately 200 K) in size capable of forming the annoying peplomers
(15–20 nm) found in the viral envelope. The same M-glycoprotein is an extracellularly translocated
glycoprotein and consists of an inner layer of phosphorylated nucleocapsid protein (N). Additionally,
the E protein is a minor transmembrane, and some coronaviruses also contain an additional envelope
protein with clumping and esterase (HE) capability.

The 30 kb positive-strand single-stranded RNA genome is the largest known viral RNA genome.
It terminates at the 5′-terminus and is polyadenylated and irradiated at the 3′-terminus. Because of
their size, their individual properties are declared through a highly complex process, in which all 5′

sequences with identical endings are delivered to a set of established mRNAs. This can then be followed
by a comprehensive review of the causes of the recombination of heterologous RNA. The 5′ end of
the genome contains a sequence of untranslated (UTRs) of 65 to 98 nucleotides, called leading RNAs,
which are also present in the 5′ portions of all genomic mRNAs. RNA is another 200 to 500 nucleotide
untranslated sequence created by a move (A) tail at the 3′ end of the genome. Both untranslated regions
are important in directing RNA replication and translation.

Figure 3: (Continued)
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Figure 3: Morphological structure of the coronavirus. (a) Negative contrast electron microscopy of
destructive SARS-CoV strain, (b) Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS-CoV) strain, (c) Model
structure of the coronavirus virus, which causes supercoiling of viral nucleocapids under the envelope
is made [11]

By carefully studying the genome structure of the coronavirus, a total of 7 to 14 open reading
frames (ORF) are found in it, starting from the 5′-end on the genome structure. In this structure, gene
1 comprises up to 66% of the genome which accounts for the largest number of genome structures and
has a structural size of about 20–22 kb. This gene 1 is formed by combining two coverage ORFs (1A
and 1B). These ORFs act together in the structure as a viral RNA-pol. The structure of the genome
uses the following four properties of auxiliary proteins from the 5′-end to the 3′-end, known as S
(spike), E (envelope), M (membrane), and N (nucleocapsid) as presented in Fig. 3. These structural
properties of the gene are associated with certain ORFs that encode non-helper proteins such as HE
glycoproteins. Each trait in the combined strategy in notably number, nucleotide sequence, quality
request and differs among coronaviruses, but these are stored in the same serogroup [12]. Sars-CoV
contributes to the presence of some short ORFs in the 3′ end of the genome’s structure, which is very
difficult to contain in the structure of an individual coronavirus [13]. With the help of these partial
ORFs, 8 new helper proteins are more likely to be transmitted. All reactive antibodies to the Sars-
CoV protein have been detected in sera taken from patients infected with sera. Their presence suggests
that these proteins are communicated by transfection of the genome, thereby facilitating the spread of
the infection.

Coronavirus infection changes the genome structure of the virus first into two polyproteins called
ORFs 1a and later 1b, which are indistinguishable at the N-terminus. One of these polyproteins aids
in elongation at the C-terminal. These growths at the terminals of the genome are anticoagulants
of proteins in the replication complex. All coronaviruses belonging to these terminals can encode a
chymotrypsin-protease, also known as mPro (primary protein) or 3CLPro. This type of virus also
shows some similarities to the picornavirus 3C protease. The proteins present in the terminals are
also responsible for the management of the remaining polyproteins, with the help of which more than
16 different types of non-helper proteins are formed. The structure of Sars-CoV contains the largest
amount of these non-native proteins, forming a multifunctional protein with the activities of the nsp3
protease and ADP-ribose 1′ phosphate at the action end. In addition to these terminal proteins, two
proteins (NSP7 and NSP8) also form a similar cylindrical structure, which may play an important role
in the assimilation of coronavirus RNA. These additional proteins are also capable of forming a single
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chain RNA restriction protein (NSP9). One of the polyproteins of the genome structure (ORF1b)
can encode an RNA-pol and a multifunctional helicase protein subordinate to viral RNA. With their
help, regardless of the activities of the helicase, it provides functions to the triphosphate 5′ NTPase
and dNTPase of protein terminals.

SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus infections have been reported to affect a direct single-stranded positive
RNA genome sequence. The main reason for this is that the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus is composed of
a major sequence of the genome. The proteins that encode ORF 1a and b from RNA replication have
properties of all non-structural proteins (NSPs) and basic structure proteins (SPs). This property is the
only major genomic sequence of coronavirus replication, which is approximately 265 bp in size, and
heterogeneity plays a fundamental role in the expression of the quality of the coronavirus during its
sub-genomic replication [12]. ORF 1a and b encode knockoffs of poly-proteins required for replication
and transcription of viral RNA [13]. Expression of the C-proximal bit of ORF 1a and b requires the
translocation of the (−1) ribosomal frame. The first non-structural protein (nsp) encoded by ORF 1a
and b is a papain-like protein (PL proteinase, nb3). Nsp3 is a fundamental and most important part
of the replication and interpretation complex. The protein Plk1 in Nsp3 cleaves NPs and sections in
an insensitive intrinsic reaction, which further enhances cytokine expression [14,15]. Nsp4 encodes in
ORF 1a and b which is responsible for shaping double-layered vesicles (DMVs). Other nsp are 3CLPro
protease (3-chymotrypsin-like proteinase, 3CLPro) and nsp6. The 3CLPro proteins are responsible
for the management of the C-terminus from nsp4 to nsp16 in all coronaviruses [16]. Therefore, the
moderate structure and reactive location of the 3CLPro structure may be an attractive focus for
antiviral drugs [1,3]. The unregulated function of nsp3, nsp4, and nsp6 may promote DMV [17].

The replication of the RNA structure of SARS coronavirus infection is unique, as the structure of
this virus includes two subordinate RNA-pol. The primary RNA-pol is the early nonstructural protein
12 (nsp12), and its second RNA-pol is nsp8. In place of nsp12, nsp8 plays an important role in the
replication and translation of SARS-CoV-2. In the same SARS coronavirus, nsp7 and nsp8 contain
a polynomial RNA-pol for both initiation and initial expansion of a complex [18]. The nonstructural
protein 8 is also bound to the ORF b motif protein. The SARS coronavirus nsp9 protein binds to
replication RNA and associates with nsp8 for its actions [19].

The S-spike protein of the auxiliary proteins of the genome structure is classified as a glycoprotein,
which consists of two distinct types of regions known as S1 and S2 [20]. The S1 spike protein binds to
the ACE2 receptor to initiate and extend infection early in infection, as well as bind the virion to cell
films. This is due to adaptive changes occurring in the glycoprotein S-spike protein, which expands
after infection in the host cell endosomes [21]. The S-spike protein is once again cleaved with the help
of the CTSL cathepsin, which can jointly cleave the S2 peptide, initiating the conjugation of the fibrils
within the endosomes. On the other hand, the S2 spike protein helps isolate the viral assembly proteins,
virions, and adjustments of cell films in a segment of the genome. In particular, these spike proteins
are more effective for the Sars-CoV-2 coronavirus because the furin-like cleavage site is found in the
spike glycoprotein of the Sars-CoV-2 virus. Detection of furin during infection and consideration of
the extent of pyrolysis in the affected area is critical, which is why the state of zoonotic contamination
has been linked to infection. The E-protein (envelope) interacts with the M-layer proteins in the mature
compartment of the host cell, as the M-proteins primarily possess cellular immunogenicity [22]. This
M-layer protein and nucleoprotein (ORF9A) during viral binding in association with the viral genome
accommodates a positive chain viral RNA genome into a helical ribonucleocapsid (RNP) [23]. Thus,
these subgenera play an important role in the translation of viral RNA as well as in improving the
ability of viral replication.
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The spread of the coronavirus pandemic and its clinical evidence shows that Sars-CoV-2 infection
has lower ground transmission efficiency and pathogenicity than Sars-CoV infection transmission
[24]. However, the high transmission equipment in the infection of Sars-CoV-2 is misleading. Deoxyri-
bonucleic Acid (DNA) disposition testing of infection using single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)
is often used for evolutionary investigations and may be particularly helpful in considering genomic
alterations of coronavirus infection. Because a major reason for more mutation of SARS-CoV-2 can
also be RNA polymerized. RNA is also prone to errors in genomic replication.

Understanding the changes in the genomic structure of the infection is of utmost importance
to understand the progression of Sars-Cov-2 infection expansion, through this research configuring
SNP genotyping techniques to a machine learning model and analyzing the effects of Sars-CoV-2
infection. Examine the genotype changes of infection during expansion. The results of the investigation
suggest that the genotype of the infection is not reasonably consistent among the total Sars-CoV-
2 genome. This genotyping study reveals a pair of deep-travel mutations present in the Sars-CoV-
2 genome. Variation in deep-visited SNPs may adjust to virus infection and correlate with loss of
infection. Mutations are located in S-protein, RNA-pol, RNA base, and nucleoproteins, which are the
main proteins for antibody viability. Thus, high recessive SNP variants are an important variable in
creating a vaccine to prevent SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus disease.

3 Material and Method

The experimental work was performed by using the machine learning algorithm that provides
better results in classifying the genome sequence of coronaviruses. This research work focused on the
k-mean unsupervised machine learning clustering approach with major concerns as follows:

• Because of the intricacy of the data, including different variables which made it was hard to
order that infection into particular marks.

• This unsupervised learning algorithm has a fast convergence rate.

3.1 Genome Sequence Analysis
Genome sequencing marks sense for requests to DNA nucleotides or targets in a genome: thus,

requests for As, Cs, Gs, and Ts that makes up the DNA of a living creature. The genome of humans is
prepared of over 3 billion hereditary i.e., genetic letters. This current research input sequence consists
of Fast Adaptive Shrinkage Threshold Algorithm (FASTA) data format. FASTA is essentially a coded
text language of nucleotide and amino acid array useful in bioinformatics. Since the spread of input
information is FASTA (DNA) and coronavirus is an RNA type of infection, we need to convert DNA
into RNA.

The curved double helix structure of DNA allows it to be released into a stepping stool molded
structure, as presented in Fig. 4. This stepping stool structure is made of composite engineered letters
called bases. Four of these are available in DNA alone: adenine, thymine, guanine, and cytosine.
Adenine links thymine and guanine to cytosine. These bases are talked about independently with As,
Ts, Gs, and Cs.

The following steps are used to convert DNA to RNA as follows:

• Transcribe DNA into mRNA (ATTAAAGGTT . . . => AUUAAAGGUU . . . ), where T
(thymine) is replaced by U (uracil) as shown in Fig. 5, so we start with AUUAGGGUU using
translation function i.e., transcribe () from the bio-python library.
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Figure 4: Polymer structure of RNA and DNA [10,12]

• Translate the mRNA sequence into an amino-acid sequence using a bio-python library function
translate ()-called the STOP codon, a successful protein separator.

• DNA basically controls how the infection unfolds.

Figure 5: Transmission of information from FASTA (DNA) to coronavirus RNA and subsequent
proteins

3.2 k-Means Cluster Algorithm
The k-Means Cluster Algorithm is a non-hierarchical clustering method of machine learning used

to examine the characteristics of objects and divide them into groups. The basic objective of k-means
clustering calculation is to determine the number of clusters that form most rapidly over time.

This clustering process starts with the specific information Xij‖ (i = 1 . . . n; j = 1 . . . m), where n
represents the amount of information carried in clustering and m represents several attributes/vari-
ables. [25–27] k-mean clustering is a three-step process wherein the first step, the center of each cluster
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Ckj‖ (k = 1 . . . n; j = 1 . . . m) is determined randomly or discretionary. At that point, the centroid is
calculated which is the distance between each group of each data set. Euclidean distance is used for
calculating the distance from data −i to the centroid k, called dik which is formulated in Eq. (1).

dik =
√√√√

m∑
j=1

(
xij − Ckj

)2
(1)

In the second step of the algorithm, a data cluster will be a member of k if the value of that data’s
distance from centroid k is the smallest compared to the distance to the second centroid. It can be
determined through the formula Eq. (2).

min
n∑

k=1

dik =
√√√√

m∑
j=1

(
xij − Ckj

)2
(2)

In the third step of the algorithm, the data is classified which belonging to each cluster. The
centroid value can be determined by finding the mean value of the data, which helps locate the members
of the cluster using the formula described in Eq. (3).

Ckj =
∑p

i xij

p
(3)

where, xij ∈ cluster k, p denotes the number of cluster k members.

3.3 Dataset
The sequences of all available severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 isolate 2019-

nCoV/USA-AZ1/2020 complete genomes, available as of 11th February, 2020, were downloaded from
the GISAID database (genome data presented in Tabs. 1 and 2 with head sample variable descriptions)
have been made on 31st March, 2020. The 3CLpro gene sequences were isolated from the whole
genome sequence and converted into protein arrays using the ExPASy Server decryption device.
The adjusted genes are localized by the SARS-CoV-2 reference genome (USA-AZ1; NCBI reference
sequence/GSAID: MN997409). A total of 29,903 bp complete genomic sequences of SARS-CoV-2
strains are available in the referenced dataset. The dataset only includes complete genomes of high
coverage.

The reference coronavirus genome sequence represents 263 mutations of its own to increase the
survival rate within a few weeks. The data consists of rows and columns of size 263 × 12 respectively,
the top data is described as follows:

Table 1: SARS-CoV-2 sample 2019-nCoV/USA-AZ1/2020 complete genome isolate 12 variables

Query Acc.ver Subject
Acc.Ver

Identity
(%)

Alignment
Length

Mismatch Gap
opens

Q.
start

Q.
end

S.
start

29882 evalue Bit
Score

MN997409.1 MN997409.1 100 29882 0 0 1 29882 1 29882 0 55182
MN997409.1 MT020881.1 99.99 29882 3 0 1 29882 1 29882 0 55166
MN997409.1 MT020880.1 99.99 29882 3 0 1 29882 1 29882 0 55166
MN997409.1 MN985325.1 99.99 29882 3 0 1 29882 1 29882 0 55166

The details of some important columns of data are as follows:
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Table 2: SARS CoV-2 2019-nCoV/USA-AZ1/2020 data isolated variable details

Variable name Description

Query Acc.ver represents the first transition identifier.
Subject Aacc.ver represents the identifier for infection transformation/virus mutation.
Identity (%) represents what percentage of the group is equal to the first infection.
Alignment length addresses the number of things in the group that are somewhat

similar or adjusted.
Mismatches represents the amount of things that change and differ on the first.
Bit score represents an action to find out how great the arrangement is; The higher

the score, the better the arrangement.

4 Results and Discussion
4.1 k-Means Centroid Calculation

k-means clustering is implemented by exploiting numerical values from data points and then
applying distance measurement formulas to calculate sequence length, rate of similarity, and the
interval between data points. Since the data points are assumed to be a total of 10 columns, random
initialization of centroids has been used through this experimental work. After 5 iterations of these
algorithms converge, the data values are sequential and thus predict the best centers of classification.
The performance metric of the algorithm is fixed at an estimated value of 0.65352 (as shown in
Fig. 6) which claims that the algorithm reaches the best point of convergence. In another test of
the experiment, we considered 100 sequences of the genome, which cover the maximum amount
of information of the sequences, to perform an optimal clustering procedure. One experiment was
performed with less than 100 sequences, but we observed that the sequences lost their genetic
information, probably due to an inappropriate mutation or some environmental problem.

Figure 6: Silhouette method of computing centroid

The functionality of the k-means clustering algorithm can be accelerated to k-means ++ clustering
with the help of Python programming. In the first iteration process, it can be seen that the clusters are
randomly oriented according to the data as the centroids are randomly allocated in this process.

4.2 Calculation of Cluster Formation
The k-means algorithm follows 2 phases for the formation of clusters:

• Phase 1: A distance metric, here we used the silhouette distance metric to calculate the distance
from each data point to the center point.

• Phase 2: Properly labeling each centromere based cluster so that the classification is easily
visualized
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Run 5 iterations through this research algorithm to form the optimal cluster at the last iteration
(as shown in Fig. 7). The implemented k-means clustering algorithm can be accelerated using
k-means ++ metrics in a python environment.

Figure 7: Clustered data visualization

Fig. 7 represents five clusters of virus mutations that are indicated with numerical numbers. Higher
cluster value represents higher alignment length which represents cluster closer to parent virus whereas
lower cluster value represents the genome of a genetically clustered genome from the parent virus. Most
of the cluster of viruses differs from the original virus and hence scientists are attempting to create of
vaccine which is focused on virus mutation.

4.3 Result Verification
Here the results of the experiment are treated as heat maps that appear above in the Results and

Discussion section. This heat-map used correlations based on Spearman’s rank statistics to generate
proximity to genome sequences of n-CoV traits from the genus Betacoronavirus.

The correlation metric performed by Spearman’s rank statistics provides the similarity between
a pair of positional factors related to each other. This correlation metric is superior to the Carl
Pearson correlation statistic because it does not require explicit boundaries to find relationships
between information. Furthermore, it works admirably on all information that remains constant
during analysis (e.g., age, length, mass). The dataset objective in this research is to represent the
association between SARS-CoV2 infection and pneumonia infection and other SARS variations
found in the Wuhan Seafood Market virus. It is a complete dataset because it includes variables, for
example, BP length, open-close interval, rate of similarity, etc. The heat map of the data in Fig. 8
shows that the data are highly correlated with each other. The alignment length of the array is highly
correlated with the bit score. Now preprocess the data and apply k-mean clustering with a total of 5
clusters that best fit the data. These clusters represent the numerical evaluation of the 5 main types of
mutations. The heat map of the correlation matrix between the variables in the data is as follows:
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Figure 8: Heat map of the complex matrix of 11 variables of the COVID-19 genome mutation data

The heatmap in Fig. 9 represents the characteristics of each cluster by column. Because the scores
were scaled up, the actual annotated values have nothing to do with quantitative meaning. Scaled
properties can be considered in each segment. If scientists somehow managed to develop a vaccine, it
should address these major groups of viruses.

Figure 9: Heat map of the complex matrix of 11 variables of the COVID-19 genome mutation data
and k-Means computed clusters

5 Conclusion

This research provides an analysis-based scientific approach to the issue of COVID-19 by
dissecting the genomic clustering of infections using the machine learning cluster process, for example,
k-means. Using the k-means method will enable the identification of five main clusters of mutations
(k = 5 is best in most cases) in the coronavirus. Scientists develop vaccines for coronaviruses that can
use the cluster’s habitat to obtain information about the properties of each cluster.
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